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ABSTRACT 
The following nonlinear latent value problem is studied: F(h)x = 0, where F(h) 
is an n X n analytic nondefective matrix function in the scalar A. The latent pair 
(A, x) has been previously found by applying Newton’s method to a certain equation. 
The deflation technique is required for finding another latent pair starting from a 
computed latent pair. Several deflation strategies are examined, and the nonequiva- 
lence deflation technique is developed. It is demonstrated, by analysis and numerical 
experience, to be a reliable and efficient strategy for finding a few latent roots in a 
given region. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A reliable numerical method is proposed for finding a few latent roots in a 
given region of the generalized latent value problem 
F(A)zx = 0, (1.1) 
where F(h) is an n X n analytic matrix function in the scalar A. F(h) is 
assumed in this paper to be nondefective (see definitions below). Latent 
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value problems arise in some nonlinear Fredholm equations K(A) y = g 
which are discretized by the finite element method [7, 15, 211. The displace- 
ment models for constant force, as an example of such problems, result in the 
static equation (see [7]). Another typical example is the buckling problem of 
structural mechanics. An important application for discussion of physical 
phenomena is the few extremal latent roots of F(A) in (1.1). For example, 
one wishes to calculate the smallest external forces which will destroy a 
building. Furthermore, a few latent roots which are located in a given region 
(e.g., a neighborhood of a given value /..~a) may be desired. 
Several Newton’s type methods 19, 11, 17, 19, 201 have been developed 
for finding latent pairs of the problem (1.1). These methods can be divided 
into two kinds. The first kind, called the generalized inverse iteration [9, 191, 
involves applying Newton’s method to the system of nonlinear equations (1.1) 
and an additional normalization Z(X) = 1 (h ere I is a linear functional) for 
simultaneously finding the latent root and its associated vector. The second 
kind, called the Newton-Raphson method [ll, 17, 201, involves applying 
Newton’s method to a nonlinear scalar equation. Three variant Newton- 
Raphson methods are described, as follows. The first, an elegant method 
proposed by Kublanovskaya [ 111, attempts to solve the equation det F(A) = 0. 
But the values of det F(A) are calculated by LQ factorization, and the 
equation of Newton’s method is ingeniously changed. The second Newton’s 
type method for solving (1.1) proposed by Ruhe [ZO], is essentially the 
application of Newton’s method to the scalar function s(A) := 
min{l p(A)1 : p.(h) are eigenvalues of F(A)]. In the last Newton’s type method, 
the SVD approach [17], Newton’s methods is applied to the scalar function of 
the smallest singular value of F(A). 
The deflation technique is required for finding the second closest latent 
root to a given value after the closest latent root is computed. This is due to 
the local convergence behavior of the Newton’s type methods. Several 
deflation techniques are proposed here, which are then applied to Newton’s 
type methods [l, 20, 241. The deflation techniques are also divided into two 
kinds. The first kind, called the implicit deflation strategy, only changes the 
initiating guess for the iterative value [20] or the iterative vector [l], and does 
not require an explicit deflation of the computed latent roots of F(A). The 
second kind, called explicit deflation strategy, deflates the computed latent 
root in an explicit form which changes either the applied equation of 
Newton’s method [24] or the A-matrix F(A). For the latter case, a new 
explicit deflation technique, so-called nonequivalence deflation, is introduced 
here, which transforms F(A) to a new A-matrix function G(A) for deflating 
computed latent roots of F(A) and p reserving the other latent roots [14]. The 
nonequivalence deflation technique can be applied to all of the presented 
Newton’s type methods. Some comparisons of these deflation strategies 
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indicate that, in view of its reliability, the nonequivalence deflation is a global 
strategy. The nonequivalence deflation is therefore a reliable and efficient 
strategy for finding a few latent roots in a given region. 
This paper is organized as follows. Some well-known Newton’s type 
methods are described in Section 2. Nonequivalence deflation techniques are 
developed in Section 3. Some proposed deflation strategies and their related 
algorithms are given in Section 4. The analysis of the new proposed 
nonequivalence deflation technique, as well as some examples and their 
numerical implementation, is given in Section 5. Concluding remarks are 
made in Section 6. 
The following definitions are emphasized here: F(h) is said to be regular 
if and only if det F(h) $ 0 f or all A E @. /_L is said to be a latent root of F(A) 
in (1.1) if and only if there is a nonzero n-vector x such that F( /_L)x = 0. The 
vector x is called the latent vector corresponding to the latent root p. 
Furthermore, /_L is said to be a latent root of F(h) with a multiplicity of a if 
/L is a root of det F(A) with a multiplicity of CY. p is said to be a simple latent 
root of F(h) in (1.1) if or. is a latent root of F(A) with a multiplicity of one. If 
F(A) is regular and has degeneracy a (or rank n - a> when evaluated at 
A = /.L, where p is a latent root of multiplicity (Y, then F(A) is said to be 
nondefective [ 121. 
2. SOME NEWTON’S TYPE METHODS 
Four possible methods, which amount to four different forms of Newton’s 
method, are described in the following for finding the latent roots of (1.1) 
lying in a given region. 
Generalized Inverse Iteration [I 91 
Newton’s method is applied to the nonlinear equation (1.1) in n + 1 
dimensions by adding a normalization condition eTx = I, where e, is the lth 
column of the n-dimensional identity matrix. The generalized inverse itera- 
tion is consequently formulated as 
F(Aj)xj+l = kj+J'(Aj)xj, (2.la) 
eFxj+, = 1, (2.lb) 
'j+l = Aj - kj,,. (2.lc) 
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A modified inverse iteration has been proposed by Peters and Wilkinson [19] 
which is essentially equivalent to (2.11, but avoids solving an ill-conditioned 
linear system. 
Three Newton’s type methods are next introduced by applying Newton’s 
method to a nonlinear scalar function. This is in contrast to the generalized 
inverse iteration which is applied to a nonlinear function in n + 1 variables. 
None of these three methods requires an initial vector. 
Newton’s Method in LQ Type [ill 
Let Aj be the current value. The LQ factorization of F( Aj) is computed 
as 
@(Aj)F(Aj) = L(Aj)QT(Aj)> 
where @(A,) is a permutation, L( A.) is lower triangular with diagonal 
elements Zfj) 2 *a. & z;C r & @)I, and Q(Aj) is orthogonal. Let detO(A$ = 
( - l)?. Define f( Aj> = ( - l)m~Z~j). The iteration formula obtained by apply- 
ing Newton’s method to nonlinear scalar function f(A) which is proposed by 
Kublanovskaya [ll] is as follows: 
O( Aj)F( Aj) ‘= L( Aj)Q’( Aj) ( LQ-factorization) , (2.2a) 
L(Aj)xj = @(A)F’(Aj)Q(Aj)e, (solve linear system) , (2.2b) 
(2.2c) 
where xjn is the last component of xj. 
Newton’s Method by Solving Successive Linear Problems [20] 
An application to solving successive linear problems has been proposed by 
Ruhe [20]. The approach is to linearize the problem F(A) by using Taylor’s 
formula: 
F(A + V) = F(A) + vF’(A) + $(A, v), 
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where .%‘(A, v) is the residual term. The following algorithm results from 
discarding 9. 
ALGORITHM 2.1. 
Given A,,, j = 0. 
Repeat until convergence: 
Solve F(Aj)yj+l = - v,F’(Aj)yj+l. 
Update Ai+, = hj + v,, 
j=j+l. 
Go to Repeat. 
(v, is chosen here as the absolutely smallest eigenvalue.) 
Newton’s Method by the SVD [171 
The function u(A) defined by ami, = the smallest singular value of F(h) 
is next considered. The roots of (T(A) are the latent roots of I?( A). Newton’s 
method is therefore applied to the function a(A) for finding the latent roots 
of F(A). Let 
F(A) = U(A)?L(A)I+(A) 
be the singular value decomposition of F(A), where Z(A) = 
diag(cr,(A), . . . , a,(A)) with a,(A) > e-s 2 u$A) > 0, U(A) = [u,, . .., tin], 
and V(A) = [v,,..., vn] are unitary matrices. Seen here from a( A) = 
~~i,(A> = UXF(A)V”, it can be shown that [lo] 
(+‘(A) = u;F’( A)v,. 
Note that c+(A) is differentiable except at a finite number of exceptional 
points. As a result we obtain the following algorithm. 
ALGORITHM 2.2. 
Given A,, j = 0. 
Repeat until convergence: 
Compute SVD ofF(A): E(A.1 = U(Aj)2(Aj)V*(Aj). 
Update Aj+, = Aj - a,,,(Aj~/u~F’(Aj)v,. 
j=j+l. 
Go to Repeat. 
REMARK 2.1. Algorithm 2.1 and Algorithm 2.2 generally require less 
iterative steps to converge than (2.2) [20]. Besides, LQ decomposition will fail 
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to detect singularities in some special cases [13]. Algorithm 2.1 requires 
approximately 15n3 flops in one step, which is slightly more expensive than 
13n3 flops in one step of Algorithm 2.2 requirement. 
3. NONEQUIVALENCE DEFLATIONS 
Finding all or some latent roots in a prescribed region and their associ- 
ated latent vectors is desirable in many applications. A latent root in a given 
region and its associated latent vectors are assumed here to have been 
discovered. For the symmetric quadratic eigenvalue problem F(A)x = (A, 
+ AA, + A’A,>x = 0 with positive definite A,, and A,, arising from the 
buckling problem, we have developed a nonequivalence deflation technique 
in which symmetry and nonnegativity of the coefficient matrices of the 
quadratic problem are preserved [6]. In the following, we shall develop some 
nonequivalence deflations for solving the generalized matrix latent value 
problem (1.1). Th is nonequivalence deflation technique is introduced in this 
paper for transforming the computed latent root to infinity while preserving 
the other latent roots. The difficulty of applying Newton’s method notably lies 
in how to choose the initial guess. By performing deflation, the previous 
initial guess can be utilized as the new initial guess in Newton’s method for 
finding the next latent root. That suitable initial guess can be used repeatedly, 
so long as latent roots are to be found in a certain region. For example, if 
latent roots are to be found in a circular region, the center will then become a 
suitable initial guess for Newton’s method. 
Now, a latent root pi of (1.1) an d ‘t 1 s associated latent vectors yi, . . . , yp 
are assumed to have been computed by using the methods mentioned in 
Section 2. Let Y, = [y:,..., yf] and YiH Y, = I,. Note that F( pi)Yi = 0. 
Another latent pair of (1.1) is required to be computed. A nonequivalence 
deflation technique is next introduced for a transformation of the computed 
latent root pi to ~0 while preserving the other latent roots and also for a 
transformation of the original matrix function F(h) to a new matrix function 
G(h). The methods mentioned in Section 2 can therefore be applied to the 
new matrix function G(h) for finding another latent pair. 
The discussion is divided into two cases. The case when Z.L~ # 0 is 
considered first. The transformed matrix function is considered, which is 
defined by 
G( A, ~1) = F(A) (3-l) 
NONEQUIVALENCE DEFLATION 
G(h, /.Q) can be shown also to be 
sufficiently close to p.,, then we 
expansion: 
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an analytic matrix function in A. If A is 
may expand F(A) in (3.1) in a Taylor 
e(A-/~i)~-i 
k=l 
G(A, pi) is therefore analytic in a neighborhood of pi. Obviously, G(A, /.Q) 
is analytic in @ excluding a neighborhood of pi. This implies G( A, /.~i) is an 
analytic matrix function in A E C. The following theorem is obtained as a 
consequence. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that pI # 0. The new transformed matrix func- 
tion G( A, pl) in (3.1) then has the same latent roots as those of F( A) in (1.1) 
except for that the q-ple latent root p1 is transformed to the q-ple ~0. 
Proof. Since det(Z, + RS) = det(Z, + SR) for R, SH E CnXm, from 
(3.1) we obtain 
A 
det G( A, pi) = det F(A) det -Y,Y,H 
A - ~1 
= [det F(A)] ,(A-_‘;q . 
1 
The theorem is therefore established. W 
The following theorem provides information on how the latent vectors of 
G( A, pi) are related to those of F(A). 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose that pul # 0. Zf p2 is a latent root of (1.1) 
different from pu, and yi, . . . , yg are linearly independent latent vectors of 
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(1.1) corresponding to /..Q, then the columns of the matrix 
z,= z,-*Y,Yp Y, 
i 111 1 (3.2) 
with Yz = [yi,..., y.J] are linearly independent latent vectors of (3.1) corre- 
sponding to the latent root p2. 
Proof. Let Z, = Yz + Y,L, where L E @YxP is a constant matrix to be 
determinated. G( A, /..Q)Z, is rewritten as 
= F( ~2)Y2 - CL F( P2)Yl(Yl92) 
2 1 
+ F( /.L~)Y,L - ” 
P2 - l-9 
F( P2)Y,L. 
Since p, # 0, if L = -( I,L~/~~>YFY~ is chosen here, then G( p2, /.Q)Z, = 
0. Since cc, # pr and Y,” Y, = I,, the matrix T = Z,, - ( /_L~/~.L~)Y,YF is 
nonsingular. The linear independence of the columns of Z, therefore follows 
from Z, = ZY,. ??
The case when p1 = 0 is next considered. Define 
H(A) =F(A)[Z- (l+;)YIY:]. (3.3) 
The following theorem corresponding to Theorem 3.1 is consequently ob- 
tained. 
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose that pI = 0. The new transformed matrix func- 
tion H(h) in (3.3) then has the same latent roots as those of F(h) in (1.1) 
except for that the q-ple latent root 0 is transformed into the q-ple 00. 
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Proof. Since 
detH(A) =detF(h)det I- 
[ ( 
1 
= det F(h) det 2 
the theorem follows. 
+ 
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The relationship of the latent vectors of F(h) and H(h) is given by the 
following result. 
THEOREM 3.4. Suppose that p1 = 0. If Z+ is a latent root of (1.1) 
diferent from p-L1 and yi, . . . , y& are linearly independent latent vectors of 
(1.1) corresponding to /.Q, then the columns of the matrix 
Z2[L - (P2 + WJPlY2 (3.4 
withy, = [yi,..., yg] are linearly independent latent vectors of (3.3) corre- 
sponding to the latent root p2. 
Proof. Since /.L, # 0 and Y,” Yr = I,, the matrix Z,, - ( ~~ + l)Y,YrH is 
nonsingular. The columns of matrix 2, in (3.4) are therefore linearly inde- 
pendent. Next, we show that 
H( P2)Zz = 0. (3.5) 
By the Sherman-Morrison-Woodburg formula we observe 
= z - ( p2 + l)Y,Y,F 
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Substituting (3.4) into (3.5) and applying the last equality, we obtain 
and (3.5) follows. ??
An algorithm which combines the algorithms of Section 2 and the 
nonequivalence deflation technique is developed from the above discussion in 
order to compute a few of the smallest mod& of nonzero latent roots of 
F(h); that is, the fixed value is assumed to be pa = 0. 
ALGORITHM 3.1 [Algorithm 2.1 (or Algorithm 2.2) + nonequivalence de- 
flation]. Given a positive integer 1 4 n, the following algorithm finds the 
smallest 1 nonzero latent roots ( pk}i= 1 (in absolute value) of F(A). Let 
h, = 0. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
Compute the orthogonal nullspace basis Y0 of F(O) [i.e. F(O)Y,, = 01, 
which is an n X q matrix. 
Set 
G,(h) = F(I\)[Z- (1 + ;)Y,,Y;]. 
For k = 1,. . . ,I: 
(3.1) Call Algorithm 2.1 ( or Algorithm 2.2) to compute the latent pair 
C/J+> 2,) of G,. 
(3.2) Update G,+,(h) = G,(AXZ - A/CA - pk)ZkZc). 
(3.3) Update h, = A, or A, = & + g (a small perturbation of pk). 
Endfor 
In the following, F(h) is considered to be a A-polynomial matrix, and 
corresponding variant nonequivalence deflation techniques are also intro- 
duced which are theoretically equivalent to (3.1) or (3.3). In practice, these 
variant formulas should be preferred to (3.1) or (3.3). The desired latent pairs 
may be calculated with a higher accuracy because no small divisors are 
present in this variant deflation formula. 
Now, F(A) is assumed to be an n X n matrix polynomial of the form 
F(h) = A, + hA, + .a. +A’A,, (3.6) 
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where A,,, A,,..., A,. are 72 X n constant matrices; r is a positive integer 
and A is a scalar. In the case /_Q + 0, (3.1) is then replaced by 
q A, /_$) = B, + AB, + -** + A’B,, (3.7) 
where 
Bj = Aj - CjY,Y,“, j = 0,l > * *.> r, (3.8a) 
with 
C, = 0 and Cj = i &‘A,, j = 1,2 ,a..> r. (3.8b) 
k=j 
Obviously, it is easy to show that 
(3.7) is therefore another form of (3.1). Since no small divisor is present in 
(3.71, performing (3.7) is more desirable for practical application than per- 
forming (3.1) when F(A) is an 72 X n matrix polynomial. 
In the case pi = 0, (3.3) is then replaced by 
ti( A) = D, + AD, + .-. + A’D,, (3.9) 
where 
D, = A, - A,Y,Y,H, D, = A, - A,Y,YT, (3.10a) 
and 
Dj = Aj - AjY,YIH - Aj+,Y,Y;, j=l ,..., r - 1. (3.10b) 
&A) = F(A)[Z - (1 + l/A>Y,Yp 1 is d SO easily verified to be another form 
of (3.3). 
REMARK 3.1. Let F(A) be an n x n real matrix polynomial, and let 
(/+,yi) be a complex latent pair with /.~i = (pi + i&, pi # 0, and yi = si 
26 
+ it,. Define 
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Tl = [s&l and M, = 
Rank Y^, = 2 is assumed here. 
If preserving real arithmetic is desired so as to compute another latent 
pair [18], (3.1) is then replaced by 
d( A, /,.Q) = B, + AB, + *-* +A’&., (3.11) 
with 
B, = A,,, (3.12a) 
Bj = Aj - k A&M;+: for j = l,...,r - 1, (3.12b) 
k=j 
B, = A,. - A,?& (3.12~) 
where .??i E RnX2 with x^F?i = I,. By substituting (3.12) into (3.11) we 
derive 
det G( A, pl) = I/+1’ 
det F(A) 
(A - &(A - i%> ’ 
The new transformed matrix function $A, Z_Q) in (3.11) therefore has the 
same latent roots as those of F(A) in (3.6) except that the latent root Z+ and 
its conjugate root ii1 are transformed to m. Moreover, if (/*, y) is a latent 
pair of F(A) with Z+ # pi,,then (CL, z) becomes a latent pair of &A, pi), 
where z = (I, - /_LY,M;~XT)~. 
REMARK 3.2. Newton’s method cannot be applied here in practice for 
computing the latent roots of F(A) if the derivative G’(A, pi) [or H’(A)] is 
difficult to compute. Some variant super-linear methods (e.g. the secant 
method) therefore have to be considered for finding the desired latent roots 
of F(A). The derivative G’(A, Z.Q) or H’(A) is seen to be easily computed 
directly by (3.7) or (3.91, when F(A) is an n X n A-poIynomiaI matrix defined 
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in (3.6). The nonequivalence deflation is therefore seen to be really powerful 
for A-polynomial matrices, but does not work well for the A-analytic matrix 
function F(h) unless the derivative G’( A, pi) [or H’(A)] is easily calculated. 
REMARK 3.3. If F(h) is an n X n matrix polynomial of the form (3.61, 
then the problem (1.1) is equivalent to an extended generalized linear 
problem 
= A 
Z 
-4 
. (3.13) 
The matrices Ai (i = 0, . . . . r) are usually large and sparse when the 
problem (1.1) arises from discretization by the finite element method. Solving 
the problem (3.13) by directly applying the QZ algorithm [16] would then be 
unwise. Another choice for solving (3.13) is the Amoldi method [22]. That 
method is efficient in practical application for computation of the eigenvalues 
lying on the boundary of the spectrum range. The Amoldi method, however, 
becomes inconvenient if the desired latent roots are all real and are restricted 
to a prescribed interval lying in the middle of the spectrum range. Besides, 
the convergence behavior of the Amoldi method is not so evident as that of 
the symmetric Lanczos method. Also, the Amoldi method requires more 
computations and storage for obtaining the reduced Hessenberg submatrix 
than does the symmetric Lanczos method. 
In contrast to Amoldi method, Algorithm 3.1 with the SVD approach (i.e. 
the nonequivalence deflation strategy combined with Algorithm 2.2) can be 
arranged sequentially to find the real latent roots of (1.1) in the given interval. 
For computation of omin(Gk( Aj)) and its associated left and right singular 
vectors u’,k)( Aj> and uik)(Aj) in step (3.1) of Algorithm 3.1, EISPAK~ [3] can be 
called or the the Lanczos SVD approach can be applied to Gk(Ai)-’ [2, 51 
when the matrices Ai (i = 0, . . . , r) are large and sparse. In this case, the 
matrix G,( A$ is actually a low-rank updating of a sparse matrix. The linear 
system G,(Aj)w = b arising in the Lanczos SVD approach [2, 51 can there- 
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fore be solved by the well-known Sherman-Morrison formula. It is more 
economical, and the sparsity of the matrices can be exploited. 
4. OTHER DEFLATIONS 
Many deflation techniques have been proposed [l, 20, 241. Some typical 
deflations are next reviewed here, and their properties are discussed. 
Deflation by Reorthogonalizing the Initial Vector [l] 
This deflation technique is applied to (2.1) by choosing an initial vector 
which is orthogonal to yi. The algorithm related to this deflation strategy is 
as follows: 
ALGORITHM 4.1. 
Given (A,, x0) with xiyI = 0, j = 0. 
Call (2.1) until converges. 
The idea of reorthogonalization of the initial vector derives from the 
latent vectors of F(A) being mutually orthogonal [i.e., F(A)x = (A - hZ)r 
= 0 with A symmetric]. The latent vectors cannot, however, be expected to 
be mutually orthogonal in a generalized latent value problem (1.1). The 
following example illustrates the disadvantage of this deflation technique. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Let 
Aa=[-i I: 3:], Ar=[-a -i -In]. and 
1 0 0 
A,= I 0 1 0 1 0 01 
with a dimension of n = 3 and a degree of r = 2. Here is 
F(A) = A, + AA, + A2A2 
(A - l)(h - 2) 
= (A-1) (A-3;A-4) 
0 
0 0 0 (A-5)(A-6) 1 ’ 
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The latent roots of F(h) are clearly 1, 2, 3, 4,5, and 6. If p0 = 0 is given, 
then I is the smallest latent root and 2 is the second smallest latent root. The 
smallest latent pair 
is assumed here to have been computed. Algorithm 4.1 cannot converge to 
the second smallest latent root 2 by initiating a vector of the form 
0 [I * . * 
This is because the latent vector associated to 2 is 
1 
[ 1 -+ . 0 
REMARK 4.1. A variant version of reorthogonalization deflation is applied 
to the normalized condition (2.Ib), i.e., we select 0 with uryi = 0 such that 
orxi = 1 for all i. But, according to numerical experiment, this variant 
deflation strategy also seems to be unreliable. 
Deflation by Solving Successive Linear Problems [ZOI 
The following algorithm combines Algorithm 2.1 with an implicit deflation 
strategy utilized for finding the 2nd, 3rd,. . . , Zth closest latent roots to a 
given value pa. 
ALGORITHM 4.2 (Solving successive linear problems by the QZ algorithm). 
(1) Given A,, j = 0, Tolerance. 
(2) For i = 1,. . . , 1: 
Repeat : 
Solving the linear eigensystem 
F( A+~ = - dW( hj)xj. (4.1) 
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Zf 1 v,$!, 1 < Tolerance 
Set pi = 5, 
yi = xj. 
Go to (3). 
Else 
Update hj+ 1 = hj + v(j) nll”~ 
j=j+l. 
Go to repeat. 
(3) A, = & + vg, 
j = 0. 
Endfor. 
Note that v,,,,~” = the smallest eigenvalue of (4.1) in modulus and ysec E 
the second smallest eigenvalue of (4.1) in modulus. Algorithm 4.2 performs 
efficiently in most cases. However, the deflation strategy used in step (3) may 
fail in the following example. This is because the strategy applied to Newton’s 
method goes to the wrong curve. 
EXAMPLE 4.2. Let 
A, -0.02 -0.4 = 3 6 1 ’
A, -1.3 = 3 2 -3.2 1 1 ’
with a dimension of n = 2 and a degree of r = 3. Thus 
(A - o.l)(h - 0.2)(/i - 1) (A - 0.2)(A - l)(A - 2) 
(A - 2)(A - 3) 1 
and det F(A) = -(A - O.l)(A - 0.2XA - 1XA - l.lXA - 2xA - 3). The 
latent roots of F(A) are 0.1,0.2,1,1.1,2,3. Let f,(A) = (A - O.l)h,(A). The 
iterative value Aj converges to 0.1 after performing Algorithm 4.2, if the 
initial A, = 0 is given. The problem (4.1) is required to be solved here with 
Aj = 0.1 for finding v,,,~, and v,,,. Since 
det[F(O.l) + vF’(O.l)] = det 
[ 
vhr(O.1) fz(O.1) + vfi(O.1) 
o 
fXO.1) + vK(O.1) 
= vhr(O.1) [fb(O.l) + v&(0.1)] 
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and hr(0.1) # 0, we get that vmin = 0 and yseC = -f,(O.l)/fl(O.l) = 
5.51/4.8 = 1.148. Thus, A,, = vr + v,,, = 1.248 is set up in step (3) of 
Algorithm 4.2 as an initial guess at the second latent root for Algorithm 4.2. 
The iterative value Aj then converges to 1.1, and a wrong result is attained. 
This is because A, = /.~r + v,,, = 0.1 -f,(O.l)/fi(O.l), so the deflation strat- 
egy (3) of Algorithm 4.2 operates on a wrong curve f,(h). 
The result of Example 4.2 is shown in Figure l(a), following the perfor- 
mance of Algorithm 4.2 to compute vr and the new initial guess A, = p, + 
Y %X* This guess is clearly observed in Figure l(a) to be close to the latent root 
/..L~ = 1.1 and is far from the desired latent root ~_ca = 0.2. In the execution of 
Algorithm 4.2, the iterative value A1 therefore converges to pq, which is not 
desirable. The graph of det G(A, /_~r) = -/+[det F(A)]/(A - /.+) in Figure 
I(b) is observed from an application of Algorithm 3.1 to Example 4.3 to be a 
deformation of the graph of det F(A) in Figure l(a). The iterative value Aj is 
seen from the description of the graph of det G(A, /_~r) to converge to pz, if 
the initial guess is equal to the original initial guess A, = 0. 
The implicit deflation strategy may be similarly applied to Algorithm 2.2 
as in Algorithm 4.2. The following algorithm combines Algorithm 2.2 with an 
implicit deflation strategy for computing the 2nd, 3rd, . . . , Zth closest latent 
roots to pg. 
ALGORITHM 4.3. 
(1) Given A,, j = 0, Tolerance. 
(2) For i = 1,. . . , I: 
Repeat : 
Compute SVD of F(A,.) tofind u,$, u,, 0,. 
Zf u(f) < Tolerance Nil” 
Set pi = Aj, 
yi = 21,. 
Go to (3). 
Else 
Update Aj + 1 = Ai - c#/u;F’(Aj)v,, 
j =j + 1. 
Go to Repeat. 
(3) A,, = pi + (+.‘!‘/u;_ 1 F’( A)v _ 
“‘ 
n 1 
j = 0. 
Endfor. 
REMARK 4.2. Algorithm 4.3 has the same disadvantage as Algorithm 4.2. 
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(h) 
FIG. 1. 
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Deflation by Suppressing Computed Zeros [24] 
Let pr be a computed simple latent root of F(A), and f(h) be the 
applied function of Newton’s method. Here f(A) may be det F(A), u,,~“(F( A)), 
or Z,,(A) [see (2.2)] etc. A new applied function is defined here by g(A) = 
f(h)/(A - or), in which the computed latent root /or is explicitly deflated. 
The new Newton’s iteration formula is then 
'j+l 
g('j) 
=Aj-- 
g'('j) ’ (4.2) 
The disadvantage of this strategy is that if the second latent root /..Q is 
very close to the computed latent root /1r and a good initial shift A, = /or is 
given, then on applying (4.2) pa may be lost and the iterative value Aj 
converge to an undesired latent root. Some results of this kind have been 
provided in a previous paper [2O]. The second computed latent root obtained 
by performing the strategy of suppressing computed zeros is concluded in 
that paper to seldom be the latent root closest to the first latent root, and a 
complete set of desired latent roots is never obtained here for any nontrivial 
case. A further explanation of this fact is now given. For f( /_Q) = 0, Taylor’s 
expansion and the mean value theorem become 
g’(Acl) f’(AcJ 1 -=--- 
g(A0) f(&) *o - CL1 
f’(ho)(Ao - k) -f(A,) = 
f(Ao)(ho - PI) 
f’(ho)(Ao - I-9) - f(k) +f’(PJ(Ao - PI) + 
( 
fC&)(Ao - J) 
= 
f( PI) +f’( /%)(A0 - PI) + 
[.wo) -f'h)l - f”(-cl) -(ho - l-4 
= fYs”,, 
f’(Pl>(J+O - 4%) + y-PO - PJ2 
( f”(‘t2) - fqg)(Ao - CLJ = 
f”(h> ’ 
f’(Pd(~O - PJ + 200 - /%I2 
(4.3) 
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where ci, t2 lie on the line segment between A,, pr. If h, + yl, then from 
(4.3) we have 
g’(b) j f”( Pl) O(l) 
g( *Id 2f’( l-9) 
= - = O(1). 
O(l) 
This implies that 
A, := A, - 
g(*0) 
- = A, + O(1). 
g’( *cl) 
Hence A, is far from the latent root /.~a, 
expected here to converge to p2. 
and the iterative value Aj cannot be 
5. ANALYSIS OF NONEQUIVALENCE DEFLATION TECHNIQUE 
AND NUMERICAL RESULTS 
In this section we given an analysis of Algorithm 3.1 in the SVD approach, 
which is Algorithm 2.2 combined with nonequivalence deflation. This analysis 
suggests a development of a good strategy for choosing the initial guess for 
Algorithm 3.1. The nonequivalence deflation strategy is also known here to be 
more reliable than the strategy of suppression of computed zeros (see Section 
4). Some examples are next given for comparison of Algorithm 4.2 and 
Algorithm 4.3 with Algorithm 3.1. Algorithm 3.1 is observed from these 
examples to be more reliable than Algorithm 4.2 and Algorithm 4.3. 
/or # 0 is assumed to be a computed simple latent root of F(h) which is 
the closest latent root of F(h) to pa, and yr is its associated latent vector 
with y r y i = 1. Let pL2 be the second closest simple latent root of F(A) to 
pa associated with the latent vector ya. Two cases of the given value pa are 
next consider here: (1) p0 = 0; (2) p,, = c for some fxed c with lcl = O(1). 
Here yi and yZ can be assumed independent, since F(h) is nondefective. 
Case (1): Let pa = 0. Assume pi = E 4 1, p2 - p1 = 7, and 171 = CUE 
with cr as a constant. A, = 0 = p,, is then chosen. 
From the nonequivalence deflation formula (3.1) we obtain 
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with F( pr)yi = 0. This implies 
G(0) = F(0) 
= F( Pl) + F(O) - F( Pl) 
= F( Pl) - PlF’( rl>P (5.1) 
where Y( li> = [ Fij( (;))I and ,:!) 1 ies on the line segment between 0 and 
pi, for I < 4-j < n. From (5.1) and Corollary 8.3.2 in [4] we derive 
a,@(O)) = q@(O)) - a,(F( ~1)) 
Next we estimate the order of ai(G(O)) = zrf(O)G’(O>u,(O). Since ( pi, yi) 
and ( p2, yz> are latent pairs of F(h), it follows that F( p2)y2 = F( pi + 
q)y2 = 0. This implies that ll~( ~l.i)y~112 = c2 E for some constant c2 > 0. 
Let y2 = yi + y2 with Gill yi, y2 I yl. This implies 
lP( cL1) Q2112 = &&E (5.3) 
for some constant Z2 > 0. Without loss of generality, )lyi]l2 = llyl12 = 1 can 
be assumed by scaling the length of y2. By SVD of F( pi) there are two 
n X n unitary matrices [Vi, xi] and [V,, yl] with U,,V, E Cflx(‘-i) which 
satisfy 
and 
El1 El2 I 1 E E22 = WlY -%I*~‘( t,PL Yll7 21 
(5.4a) 
(5.4b) 
where E,, E c(n-l)x(n-l) and C = diag(c,, . . . , c,_~) is diagonal with cl 2 
*** 2 C”_i > 0. And 0 is a singular value of F( pl) with respective associated 
right and left singular vectors yl and xl. Since y2 I y i, there is an 
(n - 1) X 1 vector b with llbl12 = 1 such that zj2 = V,b. From (5.4a) we 
have F(/..Q)V~ = U,C. If c,_~ = O(l), then F(pl)y2 = F(pl)V,b = U,Cb. 
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This implies that 
which contradicts (5.3). At least one diagonal entry (say c,_ i) of order E 
therefore exists. By [23] there is a p E a=‘-’ satisfying lIplIz < O(e)/8, 
where 
such that 
Q(O) = Yl + Vl P- (5.5) 
From (5.3) and above discussion, we get S = eta for some constant cs. This 
implies 11 pII2 < O(1). The magnitude of the perturbation vector p is assumed 
here to attain its upper bound O(l), and the left singular vectors u,(O) and 
F’(O)V,, p [with norms O(l)] are also assumed here to be well-independent. 
Consequently, 
hxW))I = K(W) -~'(~l)YlY1H)(Yl + VlPN 
= b:(F’(O)V,p + W)Y, -Wf.l>~l)l 
= O(1). (5.6) 
From (5.2) and (5.6) follows 
A, := A, + 
a,ww 
d(G(O)) 
= A, + z = A, + O(E). 
The nonequivalence deflation technique is shown by this result to be 
more reliable than the suppression of computed zeros. This is because A, is 
still close to p2. A, is therefore a good initial guess for Algorithm 3.1. 
Case (2): Let /..Q = c for some f=ed c with lcl = O(1). Assume that 
(/.Q, yi> and ( pZ, y2) are two simple latent pairs of F(A) with llyill2 = 
IIy2112 = 1, and pi = c + E, E -+ 1, p2 = pi + 7 with 1~) = tie for some 
constant ci > 0. F( pi> is assumed here for the sake of convenience to 
possess a rank deficiency of two. This assumption is generally reasonable if 
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F(h) is nondefective. The nonequivalence deflation formula (3.1) leads to 
G(c) = Fo( z - ;YlYF). (5.7) 
First, we claim o,,i,(G(c)) = O(e). Let 
z2 = ( z+ &YIYIH Y!2> 1 (5.8) 
and scale z2 so that Z2 = z2/11z2112. Then from (5.7) and (5.8) we have 
z+ 
G(c) z2 
&YrYr 
II& Yz 
= P( P2) +9’( Sz>(c - P2)I Yz 
11~2112 
= cc - cLzP’( 52)Yz 
11~2112 
where 9’( 52) E [ F$‘:j< 6~91 and 5ij 1’ les on the line segment between c and 
I_L~. This implies 
llG( c) Z2ll2 = 
IIS’( 62) yzllz 
llz2llz 
Ic - /&II. 
Next we estimate II ~~((2. From (5.8) it follows that 
II z2 ; II =(( z+ &YrY? Y27 
1 ( 
I+ &YrY? Yz 
1 1 
= [l - (YlHY2)z] + (&)‘(ypy.)‘. 
(5.9) 
Since yr and y2 can be assumed here to be independent, we see that 
lyry21 & 1. This implies ~~.z2~~2 = O(1). F rom (5.9) and the estimate of II z2 II2 
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we obtain ((G(c)Z2((s = O(E). This implies 
amin(G(c)) = O( ??1. (5.10) 
The order of &(G(c)) is next estimated. The singular value decomposi- 
tion of NC) is first considered, i.e., there are two unitary matrices [U,, x,], 
[V,, yr] and a diagonal matrix C = diag(s,, ss, . . . , sn> with sr > s2 2 a** > 
s,_s > s,_r = EC,_1 > s, = EE, > 0 such that [U,, x,]*F(c)[V,, yr] = 2. 
From (5.71, 
G(c) = F(c) - ;WY, Y? 
= F(c) - fl’( SdYlY1HT (5.11) 
where Y’( tr) = [ Fi;.( t$‘>l, and 6;) 1 ies on the line segment between c and 
p1 for I G i,j f n. Right multiplying (5.11) by [Vr, yll, we have 
G(c)[V,, ~11 = [F(c) - @'(&)YIY;][VI~ ~11 
Since xy9’( tl)yl = O(1) in general, G(c) is known to possess a rank 
deficiency of one. This implies 
z2 = ul&(c) + V,(c)b, (5.12) 
where b = (b,, . . . , b,_,lT with a2 + cJ”::l41” = 1, C?:,llbj12 = O(E), and 
[V,(C), U,(C)] forms right singular vectors of G(c). By di!ferentiating G( N we 
have 
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From an evaluation of c for G’(h) we obtain 
G’(c) = F'(c)( Z - ;yly:) + :F(c)ylyf. 
By right multiplying G’(c) with Z, and using (5.8), we derive 
F’(c) Y2 
tlG’(c)z’,1t = ,,z2,,2 + 
EllZ2112 
= II F;,:;,2y2 + _i( gjr(c)Yl~~ 
II w4Y2 + EC = 11~2112 E-_C & F’(5l)Yl i i 2 
= O(1) + O(E) = O(1). 
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From (5.12) follows IlG’(c)v,(c)ll = IlG’(c>Z, - G’(c)V,(c)bIl/lal = O(1). 
Hence, in general, 
c&,(G(c)) = uf(c)G’(c)t~~(c) = O(1). 
This implies that 
h O(E) 
1 
:= h 
’ 
+ amin(G(c)) 
a&( G(c)) = ’ + 
- =c+O(E). 
O(1) 
The nonequivalence deflation is therefore indicated from the above two 
cases to be more reliable than the deflation by suppression of the computed 
zeros. 
The programs, in MATLAB (16 digits), were tested on a Sun 4/75 com- 
puter, and four examples are given for comparison of the deflation strategies 
discussed above. - - 
EXAMPLE 5.1. A typical problem is considered here which has been 
previously discussed [8, 201. This problem is defined by 
F(h) = (e* - l)B, + A%, - B,) 
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where 
B, = b,Z, 
B, = p:2”), b$) = [n + 1 - max(j, k)] -jk, 
B, = (by), 
1 
I$’ = nsjk + - 
j+k’ 
The results for n = 8 and b, = 100 are presented here. 
Algorithms 3.1, 4.2, and 4.3 are examined for computing the eight closest 
positive (negative) latent roots to the given value pa = 0 ( /q, = - 8). The 
jth closest positive (negative) latent root to p, = 0 ( p0 = -8) is denoted by 
“j” (“ -j"). A summary of results for the latent root calculations is given in 
Table 1. The latent roots are listed in ascending order for each group. The 
number j (or -j> in the “order” columns in Table 1 denotes that the 
computed latent root is the jth (or -jth) latent root. The following “Ite’s” 
TABLE 1 
Latent roots 
h; 
Alg4.2 Alg3.1-QZ Alg4.3 Alg3.1~SVD 
Order Ite’s Order Ite’s OrdeP Ite’s Order” Ite’s 
1 0.217461384 1 4 1 4 
2 0.884961520 2 4 2 4 
3 1.394724184 3 4 3 5 
4 1.726304141 4 3 4 4 
5 2.007943631 5 3 5 3 
6 2.335424784 6 3 6 3 
7 2.731077006 7 3 7 3 
8 3.182595890 8 3 8 3 
-1 - 7.642558349 -1 4 -1 4 
- 2 - 4.521556148 -2 4 -2 5 
- 3 - 3.968169507 -3 3 -3 4 
-4 - 3.801274897 -4 2 -4 3 
- 5 - 3.702761557 -5 2 -5 3 
- 6 - 3.627468151 -6 2 -6 3 
- 7 - 3.571755851 -7 2 -7 3 
-8 - 3.491852633 -8 2 -8 3 
4 4 4 
5 4 5 
6 3 6 
7 3 7 
8 3 8 
7(x) 3 -8(X) 
6(x) 3 -7(x) 
S(X) 3 -6(X) 
-1 4 
-2 4 
-3 3 
-4 2 
-5 2 
-6 2 
-1 
-2 
-3 
-4 
-5 
-6 
-7 
-8 
5 
4 
4 
4 
4 
5 
3 
3 
3 
5 
4 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
a (X ) means that the iterative value converges to an undesired latent root. 
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column contains the numbers of iterates required by the different algorithms. 
The accuracy of the convergent latent roots is at least 10 significant digits. In 
Table 1, AlgS.l-QZ and Alg3.1-SVD are two variant approaches to Algorithm 
3.1 which combine the nonequivalence deflation strategy with Algorithm 2.1 
and Algorithm 2.2, respectively. Alg3.1-SVD and Alg4.2 compute the latent 
roots in ascending order, while the other algorithms provide them in a 
random order. Because of the local convergence behavior of Newton’s type 
methods, the iterative values of Alg3.1-SVD and Alg4.3 cannot converge to 
the desired latent roots. In Table 1, we observe that Alg4.2 always saves one 
step in comparison with AlgS.l-QZ. This because the new initial value guess 
using the implicit deflation strategy of Alg4.2 is equal to the value obtained by 
performing one step of Newton’s iteration. 
EXAMPLE 5.2. Example 4.2 is consider here again. Let F(h) = A, + 
AA, + A2A2 + A3A3, where 
- A,, 0.02 -0.4 = 
-0.03 6.0 
I ’ A, = [ ;‘;; 
. 
_“o’; .I , 
-3.2 1 1.0 ’ and A, = [ : i 1 . 
The exact latent roots of F(h) are 0.1,0.2, 1, 1.1,2, and 3. Algorithms 3.1, 
4.2, and 4.3 are next applied to this example for computing the 1 (= 2) 
closest latent roots to the given value p0 = 0. The computation results are 
listed in Table 2. The two exact latent roots of F(A) closest to pa are shown 
in order in the second column. The number j in the “Order” column denotes 
that the computed latent root is jth closest to the given value pa. The 
accuracy of convergent latent roots is at least 10 significant digits. The 
deflation strategy of Algorithm 3.1 is observed here to be more reliable than 
Algorithm 4.2 and Algorithm 4.3. The reason has been given in Section 4 [see 
Figure l(a), (b)]. 
TABLE 2 
Latent 
roots Alg4.2 Alg3.1-QZ Alg4.3 Alg3.1~SVD 
Ai Order Ite’s Order Ite’s Order” Ite’s Order” Ite’s 
1 0.1 1 6 1 6 1 6 1 6 
2 0.2 4(x) 13 2 4 4(x) 6 2 4 
a (X 1 means that the iterative value converges to an undesired latent root. 
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EXAMPLE 5.3. Let F(A) = A,, + AA, + A’A, + h3A,, where 
] 
-2.002 15 4.998 1 [ 5.003 -7 5.997 A, = 1.001 -5 19.992 , A,= -1 9 - 10.998 , - 1 .OOl - 10 -4.998 4.003 13 8.995 1 
[ -4.001 -1 A, = -1.001 -5 -5.002 -6 -4.999 -:ZF]. and A, = [k i I]. 
The exact latent roots of F(A) are (0.7987, 1.0, 1,001, 1.99944 + 
l.O0046i, 2 !c i, -3.27272,11.47404}. Algorithms 3.1, 4.2, and 4.3 are next 
applied to this example for computing the 1 (= 3) latent roots which are 
closest to p0 = 0.7, 1.1, and 1.9 + i, respectively. The algorithms start with 
the different initial values 0.7, 1.1, and 1.9 + i. The results are listed in Table 
3. Algorithm 3.1 is indicated in Table 3 to be the best choice among all 
considered algorithms. 
Moreover, if F(A) is a real A-matrix function, we may also apply the 
variant nonequivalence deflation technique, as mentioned in Remark 3.1, to 
Algorithm 3.1 to deflate a pair of the conjugate latent roots and preserve the 
real arithmetic structure of the A-matrix function. This technique can be used 
for the case /.+, = 1.9 + i of Example 5.3. The numerical results are similar 
to those of Table 3. 
Next, an example with two closed latent roots is illustrated here, in order 
to make a comparison among the nonequivalence deflation technique 
TABLE 3 
Alg4.2 AlgS.l-QZ Alg4.3 Alg3.1-SVD 
Initial Ordera Ite’s Order Ite’s OrdeP Ite’s Order Ite’s 
0.7 1 6 1 6 1 6 1 6 
3 18 2 12 3 15 2 12 
3(x) 17 3 2 2 15 3 2 
1.1 1 14 1 14 1 11 1 11 
l(X) 17 2 3 l(X) 15 2 3 
l(X) 17 3 3 l(X) 15 3 4 
1.9 + i 2 4 2 4 1 7 1 7 
1 2 1 2 2 4 2 2 
2(x) 2 3 21 1(x> 4 3 18 
a ( X > means that the iterative value converges to an undesired latent root. 
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(Alg3.1~SVD), the deflation technique with solution of successive linear 
problems (Alg4.3), and the deflation technique with suppression of compuied 
zeros (Alg2.2 + SP). The results of the following example verify the analysis 
of AlgS.l-SVD and Alg2.2 + SP in this section and last section, respectively. 
EXAMPLE 5.4. Let F(h) = Q(h>HH(A)Q(A), where 
and 
105 x [A - (1 + 2 x lo-4)] 1 
H(A)= 1 
0 A - (1 + lo-6)]’ 
The exact latent roots of F(h) are (1 + 2 X 10e4, 1 + 10w6}. Algorithm 
4.3, Algorithm 3.1, and Algorithm 2.2 with a deflation strategy obtained by 
suppression of computed zeros are next applied to this example for comput- 
ing the 1 (= 2) latent roots closest to /_Q, = 1.0. Alg2.2 + SP is shown in 
Table 4 to be unreliable. The accuracy of the convergent latent roots is at 
least 10 significant digits. 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
Four Newton’s type methods have been introduced in this paper, i.e. the 
generalized inverse iteration, the LQ decomposition approach, solving suc- 
cessive linear problems, and the SVD approach for finding the desired latent 
roots in a prescribed region. Secondly, a nonequivalence deflation technique 
TABLE 4 
Initial 
Alg4.3 Alg3.1-SVD Alg2.2 + SP 
Order Ite’s Order Ite’s Ordera Ite’s 
1.0 1 2 1 2 1 2 
2 2 2 2 m 
a “m” means that the iteration diverges. 
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was developed for the purpose of transforming the computed latent root in 
the given region into infinity while preserving the other latent roots. The 
relations between the old and the new transformed latent vectors were also 
formulated. The second desired latent root of the original problem could 
therefore be found by applying the above four Newton’s type methods and 
using a suitable initial guess. This process was repeated, and the Srd, 4th, *a* 
desired latent roots and their associated latent vectors could also be found. 
The nonequivalence deflation strategy was observed through a series of 
implementations to be useful when F(h) is a A-polynomial matrix, and it 
functions well if F(h) is an analytic h-matrix function and the derivative is 
easily calculated. The nonequivalence strategy was observed in some numeri- 
cal implementations to be most powerful for the case which has two (or 
more) close latent roots. The nonequivalence deflation combined with a 
suitable restarting initial guess has therefore been shown to be a reliable and 
effective strategy for finding a few latent roots in a given region. 
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